
Exercise 1

Idea LI test:

The rank does not change when applying elementary operations1.

The rank tells me about the number of lin. indep. rows/columns2.

=> triangular structure without zeros on the diagonal 

=> full rank; 3 linearly independent columns

=>          is a linearly independent set
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Exercise 2

first partial derivative of f at location x_0; real number (level 3)1.

derivative function of f (level 2)2.

Operator for the first partial derivative (level 1)3.

Gradient function (level 2)4.

nothing ("wrong" notation)5.

difference between derivative function and gradient function when both 
are evaluated at x_0: 

if the function is differentiable, then there is no difference-

gradient of f at x_0 may exist even if the function is not differentiable 
at x_0, i.e. the derivative at x_0 doesn't exist

-

Exercise 4

a.) 

"Cookbook recipe" to analytical proofs (such as convexity proofs)

Make clear what needs to  be shown and what can be assumed0.

check your toolbox: what options are there to show the result of 
interest

ex. convexity: raw definition? helpful theorems?a.
here: no theorems -> use raw definitionb.
narrow down what needs to be shown for the tool used; e.g. 
definition of convexity: inequality for norms

c.

1.

Use the tools to approach the result
=> two options: regular triangle or inverse triangle
=> experiment with the options you have

2.
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(only result that bounds the norm above)

by triangle inequality

by abs. homogeneity

by setup/initial assumption

In conclusion

=> S is convex.
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=> f is convex.

What remains to be investigated:

(i) concavity

(ii) strict convexity

these statements are clearly not equivalent

=> should be possible to build a simple argument for non-equality
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How did we find this solution?

Starting from what we know about norms: defining properties (non-
neg., abs. homogeneity and triangle inequality)

an inequality is not helpful in establishing equality, as needed here

so we are left with the other two, and it turns out that abs. 
homogeneity can be used to get rid of the "+" on the LHS, and give 
equality.
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Exercise 5 a)
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